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ABSTRACT 

The paper concerns the design of DUI composed with 

interactive tabletops allowing users to manipulate virtual 

and tangible objects around these several surfaces. We 

propose a model dedicated to the management of 

distributed interactive surfaces with Multi-Agent platforms. 

A case study illustrates the approach used: this case study 

implies a traffic management simulator distributed on two 

TangiSense tabletops equipped with RFID technology. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Through the use of connected tabletops, it is possible to 

interact with several people located in remote places [11]. 

Indeed, the emergence of computer networks (increase data 

transfer, wireless network, etc.) enables the design of new 

distributed applications on these interactive supports.  

In consequence adapted design methods and models have to 

be proposed. This paper describes a generic agent-based 

model of a Multi-Agent System (MAS) for DUI design 

dedicated to connected tabletops. In this model, we suppose 

that generic tangible objects, called Tangigets [2, 12] are 

the interaction supports, manipulated by the users. This 

model aims at taking into consideration the located and 

remote interactions. The located interactions do not have 

incidence on connected supports whereas the remote 

interactions allow modify the display on the remote 

connected platforms. The criteria used in the model to adapt 

the HCI are the number of connected platforms. 

Furthermore the MAS model allows connecting the remote 

platforms. 

A case study is presented; it illustrates an innovative 

simulator allowing the distributed management of road 

traffic. This simulator is distributed on two TangiSense 

interactive tabletops equipped with RFID technology. 

These tabletops have the particularly to be tangible and not 

multitouch. The illustrations show these connected 

tabletops and the advantages of the proposed model in order 

to facilitate the interactions realized by two types of 

Tangigets.  

STATE OF THE ART 

Design methods for DUI domain 

In the HCI field, the idea of UI plasticity was adapted to 

distributed interfaces [1, 4, 6, 9, 14]. One suppose that the 

users want to be able to move from one platform to another 

one without loss of coherence in the use of the application, 

without loss of data (e.g. they want to continue to deal with 

their e-mails or surf on Internet while being mobile). The 

Cameleon model became a framework for the modeling 

/transformations of the HCI [3]. Nevertheless, this model 

concerns only the user interfaces. 

Otherwise, the technological progress implies the 

multiplication of interacting devices such as smartphones 

(Ubiquitous Computing [17]), tablets, tabletops, etc. 
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Among researches, the aim is to allow the users interact 

more naturally, which includes the tangible interaction. 

In [5], and also in a recent Special Issue on “Distributed 

User Interfaces” of IJHCI (vol. 28, issue 11, 2012) a set of 

approaches for DUI design are envisaged.  

Design methods for TUI domain 

TUI (Tangible User Interface) has been proven effectively 

to allow users to control and comprehend digital 

information as it supports direct manipulation and the 

utilization of spatial knowledge [7]. Since, numerous 

researches are focused on this type of interaction (see for 

instance the recent editions of the TEI and ITS 

conferences).  

For example, Ullmer [16] introduced the concept of 

token+constraint systems, which considers tokens as 

physical objects representing digital information or 

operations, and constraints confining regions in which 

tokens are placed and manipulated. The TAC paradigm 

uses Ullmer’s token+constraint approach as its basis. It then 

extends the concept of constraint, stressing that a TUI may 

be described as a set of relationships between a token, a set 

of constraints, and a variable [15]. 

The tangible objects have to be clearly defined in order to 

have a sense to the users. The user has to understand the 

functionality associated to each tangible object (in the GUI, 

the problematic was the same which led to the solution of 

widget concept). With the same logic, we proposed the 

Tangiget concept [2, 12]. 

Zoil [18] aims at proposing design principles dedicated to 

post-wimp distributed interfaces. But this article shows also 

that it is difficult to maintain the usability in these systems. 

Provide intelligence in new post-WIMP and distributed 

systems in order to allow designing applications more 

complex than office software but also to ensure a use 

comfort, lead us to combine MAS with design principles of 

DUI. 

PROPOSITION 

This section presents our model for managing entities on 

several tabletops. These entities may be virtual and / or 

tangible (depending on the interactive surfaces concerned) 

and are evolving either locally (e.g. on only one interactive 

surface) or in a distributed way (e.g. on a network of 

interactive surfaces). 

The proposed interaction model is based on Multi-Agent 

System (MAS) concepts. These concepts are used to design 

and implement distributed applications for interactive 

tabletops. They take into consideration the 

heterogeneousness of the entities, and also the distribution 

of the information between entities. In addition, it considers 

the interaction between several interactive surfaces. 

In Figure 1, we present a model for the design of 

applications distributed on several interactive surfaces. For 

ease of reading, we represent only two interactive surfaces 

but the number of surfaces is not limited. To define the 

relationships between agents evolving on a MAS platform, 

we associate one MAS platform by interactive surface. 

The MAS platform is FIPA-compliant (cf. 

http://www.fipa.org/) to follow criteria of compatibility. 

The MAS platform is composed of a set of functionalities 

like the agents management (e.g. to create, to delete, to 

research, etc., an agent on the platform) and messages 

protocols (MSG) to exchange information between local 

agents and between agents in a remote platform (e.g. to 

inform, to request, to confirm, etc.). 

To represent the entities evolving on interactive surface, we 

distinguish and associate three types of agents: virtual, 

Tangiget and clone agent. The Virtual Agent (VA) is 

associated to virtual objects with a graphical representation 

on the interactive support. The Tangiget Agent (TA) is 

connected to a Tangiget object. The agent association to 

Tangiget object depends on the object proprieties. We 

distinguish local and distributed properties. A Tangiget 

object with local property can be manipulated by users and 

have local actions in only one interactive surface. A 

Tangiget object with distributed property can be 

manipulated by users to interact remotely with other 

tabletops. The clone agent (CA) is linked to a Tangiget 

agent with distributed property. The number of clone agents 

for one Tangiget agent depends mainly on the number of 

connected interactive tables and the concerned distributed 

application. 

In Figure 1, we show that the number of agents is not 

limited and that an agent is necessarily associated to a 

platform (we consider also in this figure two platforms; but 

the number of platforms is not restricted). For example,  

is associated to the virtual agent number 1 evolving on the 

interactive surface number 2. We note i and k, the integer 

variables representing the Tangiget agents (with local 

properties) matched to interactive surface 1 and 2. We note 

j and l, the integer variables representing the Tangiget 

agents (with distributed properties) and the clone agents 

associated with these agents. For example on the interactive 

surface 1, when one of these agents is created ( ), it is 

automatically cloned to all other connected interactive 

surfaces. In the case of two connected platforms, we have 

only a single clone created on the interactive surface 2 

( ). If an interactive surface is not initially connected, 

the MAS platform analyzes dependencies to create all the 

useful clone agents during the initialization. 

CASE STUDY 

In this section, we show a case study related to the 

distributed simulation of road traffic management to 

implement the model presented in the previous section. 

Initially, the tool [8] has been designed on one interactive 

TangiSense tabletop. This tabletop exploits the RFID 

technology for the detection of objects equipped with tags. 
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This tabletop is designed and produced by the RFIdées 

Company. We have extended our approach to a distributed 

approach for two interactive TangiSense tabletops (these 

tabletops are connected on a network). The simulator aims 

to test different hypotheses concerning the traffic [10]: 

waiting time reduction in crossroads, crisis situations 

management, infrastructure changes, and so on. 

 

Figure 1. Model dedicated to the management of 

distributed interactive surfaces with MAS Platforms 

(legend: TA = Tangiget Agent; VA = Virtual Agent; CA = 

Clone Agent, MSG = messages protocols) 

The road traffic simulator is implemented with the JADE 

multi-agent platform that respects the specifications 

provided by the FIPA standard. 

The Figure 2 illustrates two examples of implementation of 

Tangigets in the road traffic simulation. Virtual agents are 

represented on each tabletop by vehicles moving randomly 

or according to a set of goals on the entire road network. 

These agents have behaviors that allow or not for example 

to respect the Highway Code. Tangigets (with local 

properties) are used for manipulating the map. These 

objects are manipulated by the users and they interact with 

other virtual objects. These objects are equipped with RFID 

tags to be able to modify the network structure.  

For example, to move the map, to view information about 

the name or the speed of the road, to zoom in or out and 

change the scale of the map, they may use different 

Tangigets. We note that these Tangigets do not affect the 

other tables. This kind of Tangiget allows the users to have 

an independent view of the map. For example, as showed in 

Figure 2(a), a user at the tabletop 2 zooms by turning a 

Tangiget and changes locally the scale of the map. 

Figure 2(b) shows another example: a Tangiget with 

distributed properties is used on the tabletop 1. These 

properties allow it to be cloned using agent located in 

another interactive surface. The advantage of this Tangiget 

is to coordinate display tabletops to work together on the 

same area. When this object is put down on the tabletop 1, 

the tabletop 2 will generate a clone agent (these two agents 

exchange messages in order to keep the data coherence). 

Messages contain the position and the scale of the map. 

This message is used by the tabletop 2 to obtain the same 

vision as the tabletop 1. 

 

 

Figure 2. Road traffic management on two TangiSense 

with Tangigets (a) without effect on the other tabletop,  

(b) with effect on it 

Accordingly such representative examples, we validated the 

principles of MAS to Tangiget, virtual and clone entities 

operating at the surface of interactive tables. We showed 

the interactions between two interactive surfaces enable the 

collaboration and the information exchange between 

different users during the simulation.  

Tabletop 1 

Tabletop 2 

Tabletop 1 

Tabletop 2 

(a) Tangiget: 

Zoom 

(b) Tangiget: 

Synchronization 
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CONCLUSION 

Distributed applications on several tabletops lead to new 

design problematic, particularly when the objective is to 

manage different types of virtual and tangible objects in 

these applications. Each tabletop is in fact considered as an 

interactive surface usable by several users. We have 

proposed a model for the management of distributed 

interactive surfaces with MAS platforms. In this case a 

tangible object used on a surface may be cloned and 

represented virtually in another surface, by the use of so-

called Tangiget objects proposed in previous works [2, 12].  

The application concerns road traffic management 

simulation on several tabletops. This innovative distributed 

application allows us to validate the model proposed and to 

implement (a) different types of functions, but also (b) 

tangible objects able to manage them locally or remotely.   

Our research perspectives are the following: (a) to 

implement different types of Tangigets usable with several 

connected tabletops, (b) to study conflict management 

between the different Tangigets. More the works of [13] 

which propose so-called GaussBits to interact with objects 

on different types of surfaces offer perspectives to test our 

model with other surfaces and technologies. 
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